
Information for Group Leaders & Teachers 
 

 “Do It Yourself Orienteering” 
 
Suitable for school groups, families & individuals. 
 
Course maps may be downloaded for free from Orienteering SA website at https://www.emailmeform.com/builder/form/u0dc666a21teb 
or by scanning the QR code:  

Which course? 
 
There are 4 levels of orienteering navigation: Very Easy, Easy, Moderate and Hard.  
 
The DIY courses are designed to be either Easy or Moderate. 
 
Course lengths range from 1km to 4km hence may take only a few minutes to 60 minutes to complete. 

 
Please choose the appropriate level of navigation and course length for your group from the courses provided:   
 
 
(1) Easy navigation   1-3 km       10-60 minutes (estimated time for guidance only) 
 
Suitable for walkers, family groups, joggers & 10-12 year old students as a first event, done either individually, in pairs or in groups.  
 
The courses use tracks and paths to well defined features. Some map reading skills are required: be able to identify large features in the 
field that are marked on the map ie tracks, buildings, fences; and be able to orientate the map to those large observable features ie 
orienting the map using the ‘map to ground’ technique.  
 
A compass is not required.  
 
 
(2) Moderate navigation  2-4 km      20-80 minutes (estimated time for guidance only) 
 
These courses are suitable for recreational orienteers, adults new to the sport or 12-16 year old students. 
 
The courses include route choice options along tracks or minor cross country through the bush to easily identifiable features. 
 
Participants require a knowledge of map reading skills: be able to read a street directory, and be able to orientate the map to north using 
the ‘map to ground’ technique. 
 
Use of a compass while not essential allows the participant to learn or practice the skill of orienting the map using the ‘magnetic north 
lines to compass needle’ technique.  
 
Number and Letter Codes 

 
At each control site there is a marker (example at left). The orienteer confirms that he/she is at the right control by checking 
that the number code is the same as the number on the Control Description as per map. If the numbers are the same then 
the orienteer records the letter code in one of the small squares marked on the side of the map (control boxes numbered 1 
to 20) so as to confirm their visit to that control site. At the end of the course the group leader or teacher checks the letter 
codes against a master sheet.  
 

A master sheet of control number / number code / letter code is available separately. 
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